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Abstract: A variational-hemivariational inequality on a vector 
valued function space is studied with the nonlinear part satisfying 
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1. Introduction 

The theory of hemivariational inequalities begun in the early eighties with the 
works of P. D. Panagiotopoulos (Panagiotopoulos 1981, 1983), and has as a 
main reason for its birth the need for the description of important problems in 
physics and engineering, where nonmonotone, multi valued boundary or interface 
conditions occur, or where some nonmonotone, multivalued relations between 
stress and strain, or reaction and displacement have to be taken into account. 
The theory of hemivariational inequalities (as the generalization of variational 
inequalities, see Duvaut and Lions (1972)) has been proved to be very use
ful in understanding of many problems of mechanics and engineering involv
ing nonconvex, nonsmooth energy functionals. For the general study of hemi
variational inequalities and their applications the reader is referred to Motre
anu and Naniewicz (1996, 2001, 2002) , Motreanu and Panagiotopoulos (1995, 
1996, 1999), Naniewicz (1994a, 1995a,b, 1997), Naniewicz and Panagiotopoulos 
(1995), Panagiotopoulos (1985 , 1993) and the references quoted there. 

Some results related to variational-hemivariational inequalities on vector-
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Panagiotopoulos (1995) and Pop et al., (1997). The semicoercive case with 
unilateral growth condition Naniewicz (1994a) has been studied in Naniewicz 
(2000) where the existence result has been obtained under some boundedness 
hypotheses concerning both the convex and nonconvex parts. The present pa
per is devoted to the study of the existence problem without the aforementioned 
boundedness hypotheses. Instead, the notion of a discontinuous subgradient is 
introduced by means of which the solution of variational-hemivariational in
equality under consideration is characterized. 

Let us consider the problem of finding u E V such as to satisfy a variational
hemivariational inequality 

(P) (Au-g,v-u)v+~(v)-~(u)+ kj0 (u;v-u)dfi.?:.O, 'v'vEV, 

where A : V -+ V* is a pseudo-monotone semicoercive operator, ~ : V -+ 

lR U { +oo} a convex, lower semicontinuous, proper function, j : IR" -+ lR a 
locally Lipschitz function fulfilling the unilateral growth condition (Naniewicz, 
1994a): 

j 0 (~; 'TJ- ~) :::; a(r)(1 + 1~1"), 'v' ~ , 'TJ E JR", I'TJI ::; r, r?:. 0. 

Here j 0
(·; ·)stands for t he generalized Clarke differential given by Clarke (1983) 

·O(t) 1. j(~+h + )..ry)-j(~+h) 
J .,;ry = 1msup ).. . 

h-+0 
.>.-+0+ 

The main result ensures the existence of u E V such that both (P) and the 
inclusion below hold: 

g- Au -lx E a~(u) , 

where acp( u) is a .C(V)-subdifferential (.C(V) being the set of linear densly defined 
functions on V) in the sense of Pallaschke and Rolewicz (1997), lx is a certain 
element of .C(V). acp( u) will be referred to as a discontinuous subdifferential 
whose elements will be called discontinuous subgradients. 

To prove the main result the theory of pseudomonotone multivalued map
pings combined with the Lipschitz regularization of 8j and some compactness 
arguments involving Dunford-Pettis criterion will be applied. 

2. Statement of the problem and some preliminary results 

Let V = H 1 (0.; IR"), s?:. 1, be a vector valued Sob.olev space offunctions square 
integrable together with t heir first partial distributional derivatives in n, n 
being a bounded domain in !Rm, m > 2, with sufficiently smooth boundary r . 

.. _ , 
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Kufner, John and Fucik, 1977). We write ll·llv and II·IILP(!!;!R•) for the norms in 
V and LP(f!; IR" ), respectively. For the pairing over V* x V the symbol (-, -)v 
will be used, V* being the dual of V. 

Let A : V -+ V* be a bounded, pseudo-monotone operator. It means that 
A maps bounded sets into bounded sets and that the following conditions hold 
Brezis (1968), Browder and Hess (1972): 

(i) The effective domain of A, Dom(A), coincides with the whole V, i.e. 
Dom(A) = V; 

(ii) If Un -+ u weakly in V and limsup(Aun,Un- u)v ::; 0 then liminf 
n-+oo n-+oo 

(Aun,Un- v)v 2': (Au,u- v)v for any v E V. 
Note that from (i) and (ii) it follows that A is demicontinuous, i.e. 
(iii) If Un-+ u strongly in V then Aun-+ Au weakly in V*. 

Moreover, we assume that V is endowed with a direct sum decomposition V = 
V + Vo, where Vo is a finite dimensional linear subspace, with respect to which 
A is semi coercive, i.e. V u E V there exist u E V and 8 E Vo such that u = u + 8 
and 

(Au, u)v 2': c(llfillv )llfillv, (1) 

c: JR+ -+ lR stands for a coercivity function with c(T) -+ oo as T-+ oo. Further, 
let j : IR" -+ lR be a locally Lipschitz function fulfilling the unilateral growth 
conditions (Naniewicz, 1994a): 

j 0 (~; T}- ~) ::; a(T)(1 + l~n, v ~. T} E IR"' ITJI ::; r, r 2': 0, 

j 0 (~; -0 ::; k 1~1, V ~ E IR", 

(2) 

(3) 

where 1 ::; a < p, k is a nonnegative constant and a : JR+ -+ JR+ is assumed 
to be a nondecreasing function from JR+ into JR+. Here j 0 ( · ; ·) stands for the 
generalized Clarke differential (Clarke, 1983), i.e. 

·O(c) 1. j(~+h+ATJ)-j(~+h) 
J ., ; TJ = 1m sup ).. . 

h->0 
(4) 

.>.->0+ 

Let II> : V -+ R U { +oo} be a convex, lower semicontinuous and proper function, 
g E V* be an element of V*. Consider the problem (P) of finding u E V such 
as to satisfy the variational-hemivariational inequality 

(Au-g,v-u)v+!I>(v)-!I>(u)+ lj0(u;v-u)df22':0, 'VvEV, (5) 

___ l _ 
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In fact, we establish a stronger result, namely, we show the existence of 
u E V, x E £ 1 (f!; JR•) and '1/J E V* with the properties that 

(Au- g,v- u)v + ('1/J,v- u)v + k x · (v- u)df! = 0, 

Vv E VnLoe(f!;JR•) 

X E 8j(u) a.e. in f!, X· u E L1(f!) , '1/J E 8<I>(u), 

(6) 

(7) 

where the dot "· " stands for the inner product in JR•. From (6) and (7) we then 
derive the validity of variational-hemivariational inequality in the form (5). 

For R > 0 define 

if 1~1 ~ R 

if 1~ 1 > R. 
(8) 

LEMMA 1. The function IR" x IR" 3 (~, ry) H j~(~; ry) is upper semicontinuous 
and if (2) - (3) hold, then 

j~(~ ; "'- ~) ~ a(r)(1 + 1~1"), V ~ E JR•, Vry E IR", 1"11 ~ r, r;?: 0. (9) 

j~(~; -~) ~ k I~ I, V ~ E IR" , (10) 

for some nondecreasing, independent of R function a : JR+ __. JR+ . 

Proof. The upper semicontinuity of j~( · ; ·) follows directly from the upper semi
continuity of j 0 (·; ·). To establish (9) and (10) it is enough to consider the case 
1~1 > R and invoke the estimates 

j~(~;"'- ~) = jo(RfeT ;"'- ~) ~ l(RfeT ;"'- RfeT) + I€1~R jo(RfeT; -RfeT) 

~ o:(lryl)(1 + R") + I€I~RkR ~ o:(r)(1 + 1~1") + k 1~1, 
V ~,"' E IR", 1"11 ~ r, r ;?: 0, 

and 

from which the desired estimates easily follow . • 
Define a recession function joe : IR" __. IR U { +oo} by (see Goeleven and 

Thera, 1995, Brezis and Nirenberg, 1978, Baiocchi et al., 1988, Goeleven, 1996) 

joe(~)= liminf [-j0 (try; -ry)], ~ E IR" . 
TJ->€ 

t->+oe 

From now on we assume that g E V* fulfills the compatibility condition 

fn . fJ\ .. < <I>oe(B) + r i oe(B)dO, v BE Vo \ {0}, 

(11) 

(12) 
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where q,oo : V - lR U { +oo }, defined by 

n.oo( ) _ 1. ll>(uo +Au) -ll>(uo) 
'J.' u - Im \ , 

.\-++oo 1\ 
uo E Dom II>, 

stands for the recession functional of II> (see Baiocchi et al., 1988, Goeleven, 
1996). 

LEMMA 2. Suppose that (1)-(3) and (12) hold. Then there exists Ro > 0 such 
that for any R > Ro the set of all u E V with the property that 

(Au-g, u)v + ll>(u)- k j~(u; -u) dfl::; It (13) 

is bounded in V, i.e. there exists Mn > 0 such that (13) implies 

(14) 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that this claim is not true, i.e. there exists a 
sequence { Un} ~=I C V with the property that 

(15) 

where llunllv - oo as n - oo. By the hypothesis, each element Un can be 
represented as 

(16) 

where Un E V, en~ 0, Bn E Vo, IIBnllv = 1 and (Aun,un)v ~ c(llunllv)llunllv. 
Since II> is lower semicontinuous, 

ll>(u) ~ -a!!ullv- b, VuE V, 

for some a, bE lit Therefore, taking into account (3) it follows that 

It~ (Aun - g, Un)v +II>( Un) -In j~( Un; -un)dfl 

~ c(llunllv )llunllv - llgllv· llttnllv -en (g, Bn)v + ll>(un + enBn) 

-kIn !un + enBnl dfl 

~ c(llunllv )llunllv - llgllv• llunllv -en (g, Bn)v + ll>(un + enBn) 

- k!lunllv- enkiiBnllv 

~ llunllv ( c(llunllv) - llgllv· - k) -en ( (g, Bn)v + k) + ll>(un + enBn) 

(17) 
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where k = const. The obtained estimates imply that {en} is unbounded. Indeed, 
if it were not so, then due to the behavior of c(·) at infinity, {un} would to be 
bounded. In such a case the contradiction with ilunllv --+ oo as n --+ oo results. 
Therefore, one can suppose without loss of generality that en --+ +oo as n --+ oo. 
The next claim is that 

~Un --+ 0 strongly in V. 
en 

(19) 

Indeed, if {llunllv} is bounded then (19) follows immediately. If llunllv --+ oo 
then c(iiunllv) --+ +oo. From (18) one has 

k +a+ llgllv· +It+ b ~ (c(llunllv) -llgllv·- k- a) llunllv. 
en en 

Thus, the boundedness of the sequence 

{ (c(llunllv) -llgllv•- k- a) llu~iv} ~= 1 
results, which in view of 

c(ilunllv) -llgllv· - k- a--+ +oo as n--+ oo, 

implies the assertion (19). The obtained results give rise to the following repre
sentation of Un: 

where ..l.un --+ 0 strongly in V and On --+ 0 in Vo as n --+ oo for some 0 E Vo with e., 
IIOIIv = 1 (recall that Vo has been assumed to be finite dimensional). Moreover, 
the compact imbedding V c LP(n; JR.s) permits to suppose that 

..l.un --+ 0 and On --+ 0 a.e. in n. e., 

Using (15) together with the semicoercivity of A leads to 

It~ (Aun- g,un)v + <P(un) -l j~(un ; -un)dn 

~ ( c(llunllv) -llgllv•) llunllv -en (g, On)v 

+<P(un+enOn)+en l-j~(en (e: un+On);-}.,un-On)dn. 
Hence 

r -r - - \ tt , ~0 - I u., ' D \. _ :!!n. _ ll I AO __ 

(20) 

(21) 
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Now observe that either 

as n --too, 

if {llunllv} is bounded, or 

for sufficiently large n, if llunllv --too as n --too. Therefore, for each case 

Moreover, by (10) the estimate follows 

-jo (e (!h..+ B )· _g,._- B ) > -k I Un + B I· R n en n ' en n - en n (22) 

This allows the application of Fatou's lemma in (21) from which one is led to 

~ liminf ~<I>(en(!k. + Bn)) 
n-.oo en en 

+ { liminf[-j~(en(!k. + Bn); _g,._- Bn)]dft ln n-tOO en en 
(23) 

Taking into account (20) and upper semicontinuity of l(· , ·)one can easily 
verify that 

where 

.0 (B'-B) ·- {j0
( 1: 1B;-B) a.e. in {x E 0: B(x) -:j; 0} 

JR+ ' .- 0 a.e. in {x E 0: B(x) = 0}. 

Further, for a convex, lower semicontinuous <I> : V --t Ru { +oo} we have (Baioc
chi et al., 1988) 
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Thus we arrive at 

(24) 

Since j 00
(·) is lower semicontinuous and Vo is finite dimensional, it follows from 

(12) that a 8 > 0 can be fo und such that for any 0 E Vo with IIOIIv = 1, 

(25) 

With the help of Fatou's lemma (permitted by (22)) we arrive at 

(26) 

The upper semicontinuity of j 0 (· ·)allows us to conclude the existence of Ro > 0 
and eo > 0 such that 

for each R > Ro and 0' E Vo with IIO-O'Iiv < eo. As the sphere { v E Vo: llvllv = 
1} is compact in Vo, there exists Ro > 0 such that 

(27) 

for any 0 E Vo with IIOIIv = 1, R > Ro. This combined with (24) contradicts 
(12). Accordingly, the existence of a constant MR > 0 has been established such 
that (13) implies (14), provided R > Ro. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. • 

3. Regularized semicoercive variational-hemivariational 
inequality 

Define a mapping r R : LP(O; R.s) -+ 2L• (O;JR•) by the following formula 

rR(v) = 

{'1/JEU(O;R."):fn'l/J·wdO ~ ~nj~(v;w)dO, 'v'wE£P(O;R")},(28) 

where .!. + .!. = 1. It is easy to verify that the restriction of r R to v, r R I v : p q 

V-+ 2v•, is pseudo monotone. 
For anv R > 0 the following regularization of the primal problem (P) can 
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(AuR - g, V- UR)y + ('lj;R, V- UR)y + fo XR · (v- UR)d0. 

= 0, 't/ v E V 

XR E rR(uR), 'lj;R E ocf>(uR)· 

PROPOSITION 3. Assume that (1) -(3), (12) hold. Moreover, suppose 

0 E Dom ci> . 

231 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Then for any R > Ro (with Ro as in Lemma 2} there exist UR E V, XR E 
Lq(O.;R8

) and 'lj;R E V* such that (29) and (30) hold, i.e. the problem (PR) 
has solutions. Moreover, { UR} R>Ro is bounded in V, i.e. there exists M > 0 
independent of R > Ro, such that 

(32) 

Proof. Fix R > Ro. The sum of two pseudo-monotone mappings A + r Riv is 
pseudo-monotone (Browder and Hess, 1972). Thus the variational inequality 

with MR as in Lemma 2, B2Mn = { v E V: llvllv ~ 2MR} being a ball in V with 
the radius 2R, admits a solution UR E B2Mn (see Browder and Hess, 1972). By 
substituting v = 0 into (33) we arrive at the inequality 

which by Lemma 2 with It = ci>(O) allows the conclusion that lluRII v ~ MR . 
This together with the validity of (33) for any v E B2Mn implies that, in fact, it 
holds for any v E V. Thus we easily deduce the existence of a triple (uR, XR, 'lj;R) 
which is a solution of (PR)· 

Let us proceed to the boundedness of { u R} R> Ro . To begin with let us note 
that from (29) and (30) the inequality follows 

(AuR- g,v- uR)v + ci>(v) - ci>(uR) 

+ fo j~(uR; V- UR)d0. 2: 0, 't/v E V, (34) 

which by substitution v = 0 leads to 

/ ;1 •• - - n •• - \ I if,( •. _ \ r :Or .. . -· \ J rl ..., ,;J;./n\ 
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Now suppose on the contrary that the claim is not true. Then, there would 
exist a sequence Rn --+ oo such that lluRn llv --+ oo as n--+ oo, and 

(A uRn - g, URn )v +<I>( URJ - l j~J URn; -uRJdf?. :S <1>(0). 

For simplicity of notations, instead of subscript "Rn" we write "n". Thus we 
have 

(35) 

Now we follow the lines of the proof of Lemma 2. Analogously, we arrive at 
the representation 

Un = en ( e~ Un + Bn) , 

with en --+ oo, ..l..un --+ 0 strongly in V and Bn -t e in V0 as n --+ oo for some 
e E Vo with IIBII~ = 1, and then at the inequality 

(g,B)v;:::<I>=(B) + liminf { -J1(en(..l..un+Bn);-..l..un-en)dn. (36) 
n-+oo ln C n Cn 

But 

with 

en-too and 
Rn . 0 

1

1 
~ 

1 

--+ oo a.e. m H, 

en Un + Bn 

because ..l..un + Bn -t e a.e. in n. Therefore, we easily conclude, using (11), en 
that 

Finally, by Fatou's lemma, permitted due to (3), we are led to the conclusion 

(g, e)v ;::: <1> 00 (8) + l j 00 (8) dr?., 

contrary to ( 12). This contradiction yields the boundedness of { u R} R> Ro . The 
proof of Proposition 3 is complete. • 

The next result is related to the compactness property of {XR} R>Ro in 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let a triple (un, XR, 7/Jn) E V X Lq(f!; ll~_B) XV* be a solution 
of (Pn). Then the set {xn} R>Ro is weakly precompact in L1 (n; IRs). 

Proof. According to the Dunford-Pettis theorem (Ekeland and Temam, 1976) it 
suffices to show that for each e > 0 a 8 > 0 can be determined such that for any 
w c n with lwl < 8, 

i lxnldr! < e, R > Ro. (37) 

Fix r > 0 and let ry E IRs be such that l'fll :S r. Then one has XR · (ry- un) :S 
j~ ( un; ry - un) from which, by virtue of (9) it results that 

(38) 

a.e. inn. Let us set 'f/ = ;.(sgnxnp·· · ,sgnxn,), where XRi, i = 1,2, ... ,s, 
are the components of XR and where sgn y = 1 if y > 0, sgn y = 0 if y = 0, 
and sgn y = -1 if y < 0. It is not difficult to verify that l'fll :S r for almost all 
x E n and that XR · ry ~ Js lxnl· Therefore, by virtue of (38) one is led to the 
estimate 

Integrating this inequality over w c n yields 

(39) 

(II·IILP(fl;IR• ) :S 'YII·IIv). The next claim is that 

i XR · UR df! :S C . ( 41) 

for some positive constant C not depending on w C n and R > Ro. Indeed, 
from (10) one can easily deduce that 
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Thus it follows that 

1 (xn · un + kiunl) dn ~ h (xn · un + kiuni) dn, 

and consequently 

1 xn·undn~ fnxn·undr2+klll unllv-

But A maps bounded sets into bounded sets. Therefore, by means of (17), (29), 
(30) and (32), 

In XR · un dO~ (Aun- g, -uR)v + <I>(O)- <I>(un) 

~ IIAuR- gllv• llunllv + <I> (O) + aiiunllv + b ~ C, C = const, (42) 

and consequently, (41) easily follows. Further, from (40) and (41), for r > 0, 

1 1xnldr2~ JSC+ Vsii(r)iwl+ Vsii(r)(lwl)7-y"M". (43) 
w r r r 

This estimate is crucial for (37) to be obtained. Namely, let c: > 0. Fix r > 0 
with 

JSC< ~ 
r 2 

(44) 

and determine 8 > 0 small enough to fulfill 

JS ii(r) jwj + JS a(r)(iwi) 7 -y" M" ~ ~' 
r r 2 

provided that lwl < 8. Thus from (43) it follows that for any w c n, 

11xnl dO ~ c:, R > Ro, (45) 

whenever lwl < 8. Finally, {xn} R>Ro is equi- integrable and its precompactness 
in L1(f2;lR8

) has been proved (Ekeland and Temam, 1976) . • 

4. Semicoercive variat ional-hemivariational inequality 

Now the main result will be formulated. 

THEOREM 5. Let A : V -> V* be a pseudo-monotone, bounded operator, j : 
lR8 -> lR a locally Lipschitz function. Let <I> : V -> R U { +oo} be a convex, lower 
semicontinuous function with 0 E Dom <I> , g E V* an element of V*. Suppose 
that (1 )-(3) and (12) hold. Moreover, assume that the following hypothesis 
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(H) For any v E Dom !l> there exists a sequence of functions { c-k} c L00 (n) 
with 0 $ C"k $ 1, { (1 - c-k)v} c V n L00 (n; IR") and Vk := (1 - ck)v -+ 

v strongly in V such that 

lim !l>(vk) = !l>(v). 
k-+oo 

Then, the variational-hemivariational inequality 

(Au-g,v-u)v+!l>(v)-!l>(u)+ lj0(u;v-u)dn?,O, VvEV (46) 

admits solutions. 

Proof. The proof is divided into a sequence of steps. 
Step 1. By Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 it follows that from the set 
{uR,XR,tPR}R>Ro of solutions of (PR) a sequence {uRn,XRn,tPRn} can be ex
tracted with R,. -+ oo as n-+ oo (for simplicity of notations it will be denoted 
by {un ,Xn ,'l/'n}), such that 

(A Un - g 1 V - Un) V + ( tPn, V - Un) V 

+ l Xn · (v- un) dn = 0, V v E V, (47) 

and 

Xn E rn(un) (rn := rRJ } 
tPn E 81!>( Un) 
Un -+ u weakly in V 
Xn-+ X weakly in £l(n;IR"). 

(48) 

From (47) and (48) we get 

(Aun- g,v- un)v + !l>(v)- !l>(un) 

+ lj~(un;v-un)dn?,O, VvEV. (49) 

Hence by setting v = 0 we obtain 

!l>(un) $ IIAun- gllv•llunllv + !l>(O) + kilunllv $ C, C = const, 

which by (32), the boundedness of A, and lower semicontinuity of !l> yields 
!l>(u) E IR, i.e. u E Dom !l>. 

Step 2. Now we prove that X E 8j(u) a.e inn. Since Vis compactly imbedded 
into £P(n; IR"), due to (48) one may suppose that 

1)1 ~ t)f ctrnnf'l"hr in TP(().n;pS' ( <;()\ 
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This implies that for a subsequence of { un} (again denoted by the same symbol) 
one gets Un -+ u a.e. in n. T hus, Egoroff 's theorem can be applied from which 
it follows that for any c; > 0 a subset w c f2 with mes w < c; can be determined 
such that un -+ u uniformly inn\ w with u E L 00 (f2 \ w;IR."). Let v E 
L 00 (f2 \ w; JR.") be an arbitrary function. From the estimate 

( Un remains bounded in f2 \ w as n -+ oo) combined with the weak convergence 
in L1 (f2;1R.") of Xn to x, (50) and with t he upper semicontinuity of 

it follows that 

But the last inequality amounts to saying that X E oj( u) a.e. in f2 \ w. Since 
iwl < c; and c; was chosen arbitrarily, 

X E oj(u) a.e. in f2 , (51) 

as claimed. 

Step 3. Now it will be shown that 

limsup r j~(un;V-Un)df2 ~ r j 0(u;v-u)df2 
n->oo Jn Jn (52) 

holds for any v E VnL00 (f2; JR."). It can be supposed that Un-+ u a.e. inn, since 
un -+ u in LP(f2; JR."). Fix v E L 00 (f2; JR.") arbitrarily. In view of Xn E r n(un), 
Eq. (9) implies 

(53) 

From Egoroff's theorem it follows that for any c; > 0 a subset w c f2 with 
mes w < c; can be determined such that Un -+ u uniformly in n \ w. One can 
also suppose that w is small enough to fulfill L Ci(llviiL""(f'I;R•))(l+lunn df2 ~ c:, 
n = 1, 2, ... , and L Ci(llviiL""(f'I;R•))(l +lui,.) df2 ~ c:. Hence 

r j~ ( Un j V - Un) df2 ~ r j~ ( Un; V - Un) df2 + c 
Jn Jn\w 
= r 1°(u •. :v-u~)df2 + c; (forlargen), 
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which, by Fatou's lemma and upper semicontinuity of j 0 (·; ·),yields 

By arbitrariness of E > 0 one obtains (52), as required. 

Step 4. Now we show that 

x·uEL1 (0) 

liminf { Xn ·UndO~ { x·udO. 
n-..oo Jrz Jrz 
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(54) 

(55) 

For this purpose let Uk = (l-Ek)u be as stated in (H). Without loss of generality 
it can be assumed that uk --+ u a.e. in 0 . Since it is already known that 
x E oj(u), one can apply (3) to obtain x · (-u):::; j 0 (u; -u):::; k lul. Hence 

x · uk = (1 - Ek)x · u ~ -k lui . (56) 

This implies that the sequence {X · Uk} is bounded from below by an integrable 
function and X · uk --+ X · u a.e. in 0. On the other hand, one gets 

Thus 

and due to (52) we are led to the estimate 

{ x · ukdO:::; liminf { Xn · undO+ { j 0 (u;uk -u)dO 
} rl n-..oo } rl } rl 

:::; liminf r Xn. UndO+ r j 0 (u; -EkU) dO 
n-..oo } rz } rz 

:::; lim inf r Xn . UndO+ r Ekk lui dO :::; C, c = const. 
n-..oo } rz } rz 

Thus, by Fatou's lemma we are allowed to conclude that x · u E L1(0), i.e. 
(54) holds. Taking into account that Ek --+ 0 as k--+ oo a.e. in 0 (passing to a 
subsequence if necessary) we establish (55), as required. 

Step 5. In this step it will be shown that 

limsup(Aun, Un- u)" < 0. (r;7\ 
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Taking into account ( 49) one has 

(Aun- g, Un- uk)v ~ <I>(uk)- <I>(un) + l i1(un; Uk- Un) dO. 

Since 

limsup(Aun -g, Un -uk)v =limsup(Aun, Un -u)v + (B- g, u-uk)v, 
n---+oo n--+oo 

we obtain 

limsup(Aun, Un- u)v ~ <I>(uk)- <I>(u) + r j 0(u; Uk- u) dO 
n->oo Jn 

+(B-g,uk-u)v· (58) 

Here, because of the boundedness of A, we have supposed without loss of gener
ality that for some B E V*, Aun ~ B weakly in V*. Now observe that Uk ~ u 
a.e. in 0, and 

hence, Fatou's lemma ensures 

(59) 

On passing to the limit in (58) as k--> oo and t aking into account (H), (52) and 
(59) we are allowed to conclude (57), as claimed. 

Step 6. Now it will be shown that ( 46) holds for any v E V with v E Dom <I> 
and j 0(u;v- u) E £1(0) . 

In view of (57) the pseudo-monotonicity of A yields 

Aun ~ Au weakly in V (i.e. B = Au) 

(Aun, un)v ~(Au, u). 
(60) 
(61) 

Let v E V n L00 (0;1R.s) with <I>(v) < +oo be chosen arbitrarily. Thus, (49) 
combined with (52) and lower semicontinuity of <I> yields the assertion. Now let 
j 0(u;v-u) E L1 (0) with v f1 VnL=(O;lR.s) and <I>(v) < +oo. According to (H) 
there exists a sequence Vk = (1- c:k)v such that {vk} c V n L00 (0; IRs), Vk ~ v 
strongly in V and <I>(vk) ~ <I>(v). Since, as it already has been established, 

so in order to show ( 46) it remains to deduce that 

r ·"· _ . . \ J(") 
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For this purpose let us observe that vk- u = (1- ek)(v- u) + ek( -u), which, 
combined with the convexity of j 0

( u; ·) yields the estimate 

Thus, Fatou's lemma implies the assertion. 

Step 7. In the final step of the proof we are to consider the case in which 
v ¢ Dom<l> or j 0(u;v- u) ¢ L 1(0). Recall that if j 0(u;v- u) ¢ L 1(0) then 
according to the convention that +oo - oo = +oo we have 

foj 0(u;v-u)d0 

_ {+oo if In[j0(u; v- u)]+ dO= +oo 
- -oo if In[j0(u;v-u)]+dn<+ooand In[j0(u;v-u)]-d0=+oo, 

where the notation has been used: r+ := max{r, 0} and r- :=max{ -r, 0} for 
any rElit 

Thus, if v ¢ Dom<l> or Ini 0(u;v- u)dO = +oo then <l>(v) + Ini0(u;v
u) dO= +oo and (46) holds immediately. 

Finally, it remains to consider the case of v E Dom <l> and In j 0 ( u; v -u) dO = 
-oo. It will be proved that in such a case we are led to the contradiction, which 
means that whenever v E Dom <l>, we get either In j 0 (u; v- u) dO = +oo or 
j 0 (u; v- u) E L1(0) showing in view of the previous results that (46) holds. 

According to the hypothesis (H) there exists a sequence Vk = (1- ek)v such 
that {vk} c V n L 00 (0; ll~.s), vk ~ v strongly in V and <l>(vk) ~ <l>(v). Since, as 
already has been established, 

we get 

k j 0(u; vk- u) dO~ (Au-g, -vk + u)v- <l>(vk) + <l>(u) ~ -C, 

C = const, 

and consequently 

k [j0
( u; vk - u)]+ dO ~ fo [j 0

( u; Vk - u)r dO- C. (62) 

By the hypothesis, In[j0 (u; v- u)]- dO= +oo and In[j 0 (u; v- u)]+ dO< +oo. 
Since 

, .n , ... 
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so we obtain 

l[j 0 (u;vk -u)]+dn :S l[j 0(u;v-u)]+dn+ l kiui dn :S D, 

D = const, 

which, combined with (62) yields 

Thus, the application of Fatou's lemma concludes 

contrary to the assumption that J0 j 0(u;v- u)dO = -oo. This contradiction 
completes the proof of Theorem 5. • 

5. Final remarks and comments 

As it is well known, Naniewicz and Panagiotopoulos (1995), in case of the clas
sical growth condition of the form 

(63) 

the problem described by hemivariational inequality ( 46) admits a solution u E 

V and, moreover, there exist x E Lq(O;IR") , 1/p + 1/q = 1, and 'lj; E V* such 
that 

X E fJj(u) a.e. in D and 'lj; E fJil>(u) , 

g=Au+'lj;+lx, 

where lx E V* is a linear continuous functional defined by 

(64) 

Recall that the subdifferential fJ il>(u ) C V* in the sense of Convex Analysis 
(Ekeland and Temam, 1976) is defined for u E Dom il> by means of the formula 

il>(v)- il>(u) 2: ('1f;,v- u), Vv E V. 

Thus, in case of (63) a statement that u E V is a solution of hemivariational 
inequality ( 46) is equivalent to 
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The situation changes essentially when (63) is replaced by the unilateral 
growth condition (2). In such a case we have only ensured the L1(0)-regularity 
of x and consequently, the corresponding functional lx (given by the formula 
(64)) is linear on its domain Domlx ~ L00 (0;lR8

) n V, but not necessarily 
continuous. It may happen that lx does not have the continuous extension onto 
the whole space V (lx is discontinuous). If it is the case, lx can be extended 
onto the whole space V as a function from V into lR U { +oo, -oo} by setting 

lx(v) := 

{

J0 x·vd0 if x·vEL1(0) 

+ oo if fn[X · v]+ dO= +oo 
-oo if f0 [x · v]+ dO< +oo and fn[X · v]- dO= +oo, 

(66) 

for each v E V. Thus we deal with a functional lx : V __. lR U { +oo, -oo} 
which is discontinuous whenever lx(v) = + oo or lx(v) = - oo for at least one 
point of V. Notice that lx can be expressed as a difference of two convex 
lower semicontinuous proper functions l~( v) := J0 [x · v]+ dO and t;;(v) := 

j~[x · v]- dO, v E V, i.e. 

lx(v) = l~(v) -t;(v), Vv E V. (67) 

Denote by L:(V) the class of all linear densely defined functions l V __. 
lR U { +oo, -oo} which can be represented by a difference of two convex lower 
semicontinuous proper functions t+ : v --t lR u { +oo} and z- : v --t lR u { + oo }, 
i.e. l = [+ - z- ' with the convention that 

{

t+(v) -l -(v) if vEDomt+nDoml-

l(v) := +oo if v .;_ Domt+ 

-oo if v E Domt+ and v .;_ Doml-. 

(68) 

For a convex, lower semicontinuous, proper function <p : V __. lR U { +oo} 
we introduce Dcp(u) C L:(V) as follows: if u .;_ Dom<p then Dcp(u) = 0 while if 
u E Dom <p then we set 

l E Dcp(u) ¢> l(u) E lR and cp(v) - cp(u)?: l(v- u), Vv E V. (69) 

The formal definition of Dcp(u) coincides with that of o<p(u) C V* in the sense 
of convex analysis. However, Dcp( u), apart from containing elements of ocp( u), 
may contain also some discontinuous linear functionals which will be called here 
discontinuous subgradients. Notice that if u E Int(Dom <I>), where "Int" means 
"the interior", then by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem it follows that Ocp( u) and 
ocp( u) coincide. 

In the terminology of Pallaschke and Rolewicz (1997) a function l E Dcp( u) 
( ,.,.., . . - ·- -· -
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reader to Pallaschke and Rolewicz (1997) for the general abstract subdifferential 
theory. 

As we shall see below, the notion of discontinuous subgradient is specially 
useful in describing some particular aspects of Theorem 5. 

THEOREM 6. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 5. Then there exists u E V 
such that 

(Au-g,v-u)v+<I>(v)-<I>(u)+ kj0(u;v-u)d0?:.0, \t'vEV. (70) 

Moreover, there exists X E £ 1(0 ; ~.s), X E oj(u) a. e. in 0, such that for lx 
defined by (66) it follows that 

g- Au -lx E a<I>(u) . (71) 

Proof. Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 5 we can deduce that the 
inequality 

(Au- g,v- u)v + <I>(v)- <I>(u) + k x · (v- u)dO?:. 0 

holds for any v E V n L""(O; lR8
). It can be written equivalently as 

<I>(v)- <I>(u)?:. (-Au+ g, v- u)v - lx (v- u), \t'v E V n L""(O; lR8
) , 

(72) 

where lx ( v - u) = fn x · ( v - u) dO. It must be shown that this inequality holds 
for any v E V . If v (j. Dom <I> then there is nothing to prove because <I>( v) = +oo. 

Let us consider the case of v E Dom <I> . If x·v E £ 1(0) then -x·vk ?:. -lx ·vi 
which by Fatou's lemma yields liminfk-.oo -lx(vk) ?:. -lx(v). Thus, in view 
of (H) the assertion follows (vk has been taken as in the hypothesis (H)). If 
x · v (j. £ 1(0) then there is nothing to prove if lx(v) = +oo, while, as it will be 
shown, the case lx ( v) = - oo cannot happen. Indeed, suppose that lx ( v) = -oo, 
i.e. fn[X · v]+ dO < +oo and fn[X · vt 0 = +oo. Taking into account (72) we 
are led to lx(vk) ?:. -C for a constant C. Hence 

for some D =canst. But, due to Fatou's lemma this yields 

rrmtrarv to f_fy · v]- dO= + oo. This contradiction completes the proof. • 
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REMARK 7. The hypothesis (H) of Theorem 5 involves the truncation result for 
vector-valued Sobolev spaces V = W1·r(n;IRs), formulated a.s 

THEOREM 8 (Naniewicz, 1997). For each v E W 1,r(n; IRs), r;::: 1, there exists 
a sequence of functions {en} C L00 (S1) with 0:::; €n:::; 1 such that 

{ (1- €n)v} c W1'r(n; IRS) n L00 (S1; IRS) 
(1- cn)V-+ V Strongly in Wl,r(n; JRS). (73) 

In the ca.se of scalar valued Sobolev spaces w m,r(n), r ;::: 1, m ;::: 1, such 
truncation procedure is admissible due to the famous result of Hedberg (1978). 
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